In this article, we present a recently released R package for Bayesian calibration. Many industrial fields are facing unfeasible or costly field experiments. These experiments are replaced with numerical/computer experiments which are realized by running a numerical code. Bayesian calibration intends to estimate, through a posterior distribution, input parameters of the code in order to make the code outputs close to the available experimental data. The code can be time consuming while the Bayesian calibration implies a lot of code calls which makes studies too burdensome. A discrepancy might also appear between the numerical code and the physical system when facing incompatibility between experimental data and numerical code outputs. The package CaliCo deals with these issues through four statistical models which deal with a time consuming code or not and with discrepancy or not. A guideline for users is provided in order to illustrate the main functions and their arguments. Eventually, a toy example is detailed using CaliCo. This example (based on a real physical system) is in five dimensions and uses simulated data.
Introduction
Many industrial fields make recourse to numerical experiments to bypass the economic burden of field experiments which are expensive to make (Santner et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2005) . The numerical experiments, based on a physical modeling, might not be accurate enough regarding the real physical system. Calibration intends to reduce this gap with the help of data from field experiments which are usually scarce. Calibration is performed with respect to a statistical model that shall take into account additional uncertainties. There are two kinds of uncertainties. The first comes from the measurement error. Indeed, the sensors, that are recording data from the experimental field, are carrying uncertainty. The second is the code discrepancy or code error which takes into account the mismatch between the code and the physical system (Kennedy and O'Hagan, 2001; Bayarri et al., 2007; Higdon et al., 2004) . The complexity of numerical codes has also increased for the last few years and has become greedy in computational time (Sacks et al., 1989) . As calibration requires a lot of code calls, the computational time burden becomes quickly intractable for such methods.
Three packages have been developed for Bayesian calibration. The package BACCO (Hankin, 2013b ) is a bundle of several other packages. It imports emulator (Hankin, 2014) , mvtnorm (Genz et al., 2018) , calibrator (Hankin, 2013c) and approximator (Hankin, 2013a) . These packages contain functions that realize Bayesian calibration and also prediction. The statistical model implemented concerns only the case where the numerical code is time consuming and when a code error is added (the model introduced by Kennedy and O'Hagan (2001) ). Moreover, BACCO explores the prior distribution, of the parameters from the statistical model, using analytic or numerical integration. Similarly, another package called SAVE (Palomo et al., 2017) deals with Bayesian calibration through four main functions: SAVE, bayesfit, predictcode and validate. The function SAVE creates the statistical model when bayesfit, predictcode and validate realize respectively Bayesian calibration, prediction and validation of a model. Calibration is done in SAVE in a similar way to BACCO because it is based on the same statistical model. Both packages are not flexible with the numerical code and the statistical model. A design of experiments has to be run upstream on the code before running calibration. The package RobustCalibration based on Gu and Wang (2017) (Gu, 2018b ) is a package that realizes calibration of inexact mathematical models and implements the discrepancy with a "scaled Gaussian process".
CaliCo offers more flexibility on the statistical model choice. If one is interested in calibrating a numerical code inexpensive in computation time, CaliCo allows the user to upload the numerical code in the model and run Bayesian calibration with it. A very intuitive perspective is given to the user by using four functions called model, prior, calibrate and forecast, that are detailed Section 3. CaliCo also allows the user to access several ggplot2 (Wickham and Chang, 2016) graphs very easily and to load each of them to change the layout at one's convenience. At some point, if the code is time consuming, calibration needs a surrogate to emulate it. Usually, a Gaussian process is chosen (Sacks et al., 1989; Cox et al., 2001) . Three packages are related to the establishment of a Gaussian process as a surrogate: GPfit (MacDoanld et al., 2015) , DiceKriging and RobustGaSP based on Gu (2018a) (Mengyang Gu and Berger, 2018) . We use in CaliCo, the package DiceDesign (Franco et al., 2015) to establish design of experiments (DOE). For compatibility matters, we have chosen DiceKriging to generate surrogates. Moreover, the time consuming steps of the Bayesian calibration are coded in C++ and linked to R via the package Rcpp (Eddelbuettel et al., 2018) .
In this article, the first part (Section 2) provides a recall of all the statistical basis for a good understanding of CaliCo. Then, the second part (Section 3) presents the main functions and functionalities of the package. The last section provides a Bayesian calibration illustration on a toy example. It is based on a physical modeling of a damped harmonic oscillator with five parameters to calibrate.
Statistical background
A numerical code generally depends on two kinds of inputs: variables and parameters. The variables are input variables (observable and often controllable) which are set during a field experiment and can encompass environmental variables that can be measured. These variables are data necessary to run the numerical code and often enforced to the user. The parameters can generally be interpreted as physical constants required in the physical modeling. They can also encompass the tuning parameters which have no physical interpretation. They have to be set by the user to run the code and chosen carefully to make the code mimic the real physical phenomenon. Let us call x the vector of d input variables and H the input variable space such that x ∈ H ⊂ R d . Similarly, θ stands for the vector of p parameters and Q for the input space parameter so that θ ∈ Q ⊂ R p . Usually, in an industrial context, a quantity of interest y e is measured with the help of sensors which are carrying uncertainty. Let us consider that n observations are available. In what follows, we will denote by X the matrix of the input variables in M n×d (R) and x i the i th row of the matrix X (also representing the vector of input variables corresponding to the i th observation). The physical system observed will be called ζ and depends only on input variables because parameters intervene only in the numerical code. We use the following model for field data:
where i iid ∼ N (0, σ 2 e ) is a white Gaussian noise which accounts for the measurement error. The model for the i 's remains the same in the following. Since the numerical code is created to mimic the physical system, a first model (M 1 ) which takes the code into account, can be written straightforwardly as:
When the code is time consuming, this model becomes intractable for Bayesian calibration. Indeed, Bayesian calibration generally uses Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) algorithms which call the numerical code a high number of times. That is why Sacks et al. (1989) has introduced a surrogate of the numerical code based on a Gaussian process. Then, Cox et al. (2001) introduced this surrogate into a statistical model (M 2 ) for calibration:
where
stands for the Gaussian process that emulates the numerical code. To find a suitable Gaussian process that mimics "well enough" the code, a DOE of n d points (denoted by D) is taken in H × Q. Then, the output of the code y c = f c (D) can be used for estimating parameters inherent to the Gaussian process.
Some papers advocate to add a code error (also called discrepancy) in the statistical modeling (Kennedy and O'Hagan, 2001; Bayarri et al., 2007; Higdon et al., 2004) . This term δ(•) is a realization of a Gaussian process and depends only on x because it aims to find some structural correlation between the points in y e . Then, if the code is not time consuming:
) stands for the discrepancy. With a time consuming code, the last model (M 4 ) is close to the one introduced in Kennedy and O'Hagan (2001) :
At every Gaussian processes added in the statistical modeling, it brings new parameters to calibrate (see Appendix A for more details on Gaussian processes). In a Bayesian framework, a prior distribution has to be defined for each parameters. In the general framework of M 4 several estimation methods exist. The first is introduced in Higdon et al. (2004) and implies that the full likelihood (using all collected data such as y e and y c ) is maximized to find estimators of the parameters. In CaliCo another method called modularization by Liu et al. (2009) is implemented. It consists in splitting the estimation step in two. First the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) of the conditional likelihood is looked for to get the estimates of the parameters relative to the surrogate. Then, these estimators are plugged into the conditional likelihood (see appendix A) from which the posterior distribution is sampled with MCMC's. More insights on the writing of all the likelihoods for each models and details on parameter estimation are available in Carmassi et al. (2018) .
Guidelines for users
CaliCo performs a Bayesian calibration through 3 different steps:
1. creation of the statistical model, 2. selection of the prior distributions, 3. running calibration with some simulation options.
CaliCo allows the user to easily take advantage of the calibration realized. Indeed, a prediction can be performed on a new data set using the calibrated code in the statistical model. The main functions of the package CaliCo are detailed CaliCo is coded in R6 (Chang, 2017) which is an oriented object language. Each function generates an R6 object that can be used by other functions (in this case methods) that are proper to the object. The R6 layer is not visible to the user. The main classes implemented with the associated functions are detailed To define the statistical model, which is the first step in calibration, several elements are necessary. The code function must be defined in R and takes two arguments X and θ respecting this order. For example:
code <-function(X,theta) { return((6*X-2)^2*sin(theta*X-4)) } If the numerical code is called from another language, one can implement a wrapper that calls from R the numerical code according to the above writting. It is also possible to build a design of experiements and run the code outside R to get the outputs. Then, the DOE and the relative outputs are used instead of the numerical code in the statistical model (more details below). The function model takes several other arguments (Table 3) as for example the vector or the matrix of the input variables (described Section 2), the vector of experimental data or the statistical model chosen for calibration.
If the chosen model is M 2 or M 4 , then a Gaussian process will be created as a surrogate of the function code. In each case the Gaussian process option (opt.gp, see Table 3 ) is needed. It is a list which encompasses:
• type: type of covariance function chosen for the surrogate established by the package DiceKriging , model description Three cases can occur. First, the numerical code is available and the user does not possess any Design Of Experiments (DOE). In this case, only the Gaussian process option opt.gp and the emulation option opt.emul (Table 3 ) are needed. The emulation option controls the establishment of the DOE. It is a list which contains:
• p: the number of parameters in the model,
• n.emul: the number of points for constituting the DOE,
• binf: the lower bound of the parameter vector,
• bsup: the upper bound of the parameter vector.
The second possible case is when the user want to enforce a specific DOE. Note that in opt.gp, the DOE option is NULL. One can upload a specific DOE in this option. As the new DOE will be used, the emulation option opt.emul is not needed anymore.
The third case is when no numerical code is available. The user is only in possession of a DOE and the corresponding code evaluations. Then, the simulation option opt.sim is added. This option encompasses:
• Ysim: the code evaluations of DOEsim,
• DOEsim: the specific DOE used to get simulated data.
When this option is added, the emulation option is not necessary anymore. The code argument in the function model can then be set to code=NULL. The model function creates an R6 object in which two methods have been coded and are able to be used as regular functions. These function are plot and print. The function print gives an access to a short summary of the statistical model created. The function plot allows to get a visual representation. However, to get a visual representation, parameter values have to be specified in the model. A pipe %<% is available in CaliCo to parametrize a model. Let us consider a created random model called myModel. The code line myModel %<% param is the way to give the model parameter values. The param variable is a list containing values of θ (named theta in the list), θ δ for M 3 and M 4 (variance and correlation length of the discrepancy, named thetaD in the list) and σ 2 e (named var). Section 4 gives an overview of how the pipe works for each models. The plot function takes two arguments that are the model generated by model and the x-axis to draw the results. An additional option CI (by default CI="all") allows to select which credibility interval at 95% one wants to display:
• CI="err" only the credibility interval of the measurement error with (or without) the discrepancy is given,
• CI="GP", only the credibility interval of the Gaussian process is plotted,
• CI="all" all credibility intervals are displayed.
The second step for calibration is to define the prior distributions of the parameters we seek to estimate. At least, two prior distributions have to be set and it is in the case where the code function takes only one input parameter θ. That means, only the posterior distributions of this parameter and the variance σ 2 e (for the model M 1 ) are what we seek to sample in calibration.
prior arguments description type.prior vector or scalar of string among ("gaussian", "gamma" and "unif") opt.prior list of vector corresponding to the distribution parameters Table 6 : description of the arguments of the function prior Table 6 describes the options needed into the function prior. Three choices of type.prior are available so far (gaussian, gamma and unif which respectively stands for Gaussian, Gamma and Uniform distributions, see Table 7 for details). For calibration with 2 parameters (which is the lower dimensional case), type.prior is a vector (type.prior=c("gaussian","gamma") for example). Then, opt.prior is a list containing characteristics of each distribution. For the Gaussian distribution, it will be a vector of the mean and the variance, for the Gamma distribution it will be the shape and the scale and for the Uniform distribution the lower bound and the upper bound (opt.prior=list(c(1,0.1),c(0.01,1)) for example).
type.prior distribution arguments in opt.prior vector The MCMC implemented in CaliCo is composed of two algorithms as described in Carmassi et al. (2018) . The first algorithm is a Metropolis within Gibbs. As the access of conditional distribution is available, it is easy to propose a new "acceptable" point for each parameter. However, this operation is time consuming, especially if the code is long to run. That is why, this algorithm is run for a limited number of iterations and then the covariance matrix of all the simulated points generated is used for the second algorithm. This second algorithm is a Metropolis Hastings (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970) which uses the previous covariance structure (Σ in Algorithm appendix B) to be more efficient. These algorithms, described appendix B, are coded in C++ thanks to Rcpp package (Eddelbuettel et al., 2018) in order to limit the time consuming aspect of these non-parallelizable loops. Note that there is an adaptability present to regulate the parameter k according to the acceptation rate. The user is free to set that regulation at the wanted percentage.
Then, the opt.estim option is a list composed of:
• Ngibbs: the number of iterations of the Metropolis within Gibbs algorithm,
• Nmh: the number of iteration of the Metropolis Hastings algorithm,
• thetaInit: the starting point,
• r: the vector of regulation of the covariance in the Metropolis within Gibbs algorithm (in the proposition distribution the variance is kΣ),
• sig: the variance of the proposition distribution Σ,
• Nchains: (default value 1) the number of MCMC chains to run,
• burnIn: the number of iteration to withdraw from the Metropolis Hastings algorithm.
In the function calibrate, one optional argument is available to run a cross validation. This option called opt.valid, is a list composed of two options which have to be filled:
• type.CV: the type of cross validation wanted (leave one out is the only cross validation implemented so far type.CV="loo"),
• nCV: the number of iteration to run in the cross validation.
After calibration is complete, an R6 object is created and two methods (print and plot) are available and are also able to be used as regular functions. The print function is a summary that recalls the selected model, the code used for calibration, the acceptation rate of the Metropolis within Gibbs algorithm, the acceptation rate of the Metropolis Hastings algorithm, the maximum a posteriori and the mean a posteriori. It allows to quickly check the acceptation ratios and see if the chains have properly mixed. The plot function generates automatically, a series of graphs that displays, notably, the ouput of the calibrated code. Two arguments are necessary to run this function: the calibrated model and the x-axis to draw the results. An additional option graph (by default graph="all") allows to control which graphic layout one wants to plot:
• if graph="chains" a layout containing the autocorrelation graphs, the MCMC chains and the prior and posterior distributions for each parameter is given,
• if graph="corr" a layout containing in the diagonal the prior and posterior distributions for the parameter vector θ and the scatterplot between each pair of parameters is plotted,
• if graph="results" the result of calibration is displayed,
• if graph="all all of them are printed.
Note that all these graphs (made in ggplot2) are proposed in a particular layout but one can easily load all of them into a variable and extract the particular graph one wants. Indeed, if a variable p is used to store all the graphs, then p is a list containing "ACF" (the autocorrelation graphs), "MCMC" (the MCMC chains), "corr" (the scatterplot between each pair of parameters), "dens" (prior and posterior distributions) and "out" (the calibration result graph) variables.
Two external functions can be run on an object generated by the function calibrate:
• chain: function that allows to extract the chains sampled in the posterior distribution. If the variable Nchains, in opt.estim option, is higher than 1 then the function chain return a coda (Plummer et al., 2016) object with the sampled chains,
• estimators: function that accesses the maximum a posteriori(MAP) and the mean a posteriori.
Sequential design introduced in Damblin et al. (2018) allows to improve the Gaussian process estimation for M 2 and M 4 . Based on the expected improvement (EI), introduced in Jones et al. (1998) , new points are added to an initial DOE in order to improve the quality of calibration. The arguments of the function are given Table 9 .
sequentialDesign arguments Description md the model generated with the function model (for M 2 or M 4 ) pr the list of prior generated by the function prior opt.estim estimation options for calibration k number of points to add in the design The object generated by forecast.class possesses the two similar methods print and plot. The print function gives a summary identical to the one in model.class exept that it adds the MAP estimator. The plot function displays the calibration results and also adds the predicted results. The arguments of plot are the forecasted model and the x-axis which is the axis corresponding to calibration extended with the axis corresponding to the forecast.
Multidimensional example with CaliCo
An illustration is provided in this section to help the user to easily handle the functionalities of CaliCo. This example, represents a damped harmonic oscillator and experimental data are simulated for specific values of the parameter vector θ. These parameters to calibrate are A the constant amplitude, the damping ratio ξ, the spring constant k, the mass of the spring m and φ the phase. The recorded displacement of the damped oscillator is represented Figure 1 and the equation of the displacement of a damped harmonic oscillator is:
There is five parameters to calibrate. Let us consider that experiments are available for the 2 first seconds of the movement (these experiments have been simulated for the interval time [0, 2] with the time step of 40ms and for specific parameter values). Visually, at time t = 0 the position of the mass seems to be at the position x = 1. So the values a priori of A and φ are A = 1 and φ = π 2 . The company states that the spring has a constant of k = 6N/m and the mass is weighing at m = 50g. The major uncertainty lies in the knowledge of ξ. It is indeed a difficult parameter to estimate. However, the value of the damping ratio ξ determines the behavior of the system. A damped harmonic oscillator can be:
• over-damped (ξ > 1): the system exponentially decays to steady state without oscillating, 
The models
To define the first statistical model, the function code has to be defined such as:
In CaliCo, one function allows to define the statistical model. This function model takes as inputs the code function, the input variables X, experimental data and the model choice. If a numerical code has no input variables, it is just enough to put X=0. model1 <-model(code,X=t,Yexp,"model1")
In this particular case where, the input variables are unidimensional, it is easy to choose a graphical representation of the model. As mentioned Section 3, when the function model is called, a model.class object is generated. This object owns several methods as plot or print that behave as regular functions. The Warning is present at each use of the pipe. It appears as a reminder for the user to be careful with the size of the parameter vector. When the model is defined nothing indicates the number of parameter within. To get a visual representation of the model with such parameters values, the plot function can be straightforwardly applied on the model object created by model and completed by the pipe %<%. The x-axis needs to be filled in plot to get an x-axis for display. The left panel of Figure 3 is the result of:
If no parameter value is added to the model and the visual representation is required, a Warning appears and remind the user that no parameter value has been defined and only experiments are plotted (Figure 2 For M 2 several cases may occur (see Table 4 for more details). First the user only has the time consuming code without any Design Of Experiments (DOE). Then, the definition of the model is done by delimiting the boundaries of the parameters. The option opt.gp allows the user to set the kernel type of the Gaussian process and to specify if the user has a particular DOE. In this first case the DOE is not available, so DOE=NULL in the opt.gp option. To parametrize the DOE created in the function model, the option called opt.emul needs to be filled by p, n.emul, binf, bsup. Where p stands for the number of parameter to calibrate, n.emul for the number of experiments in the DOE, binf and bsup for the lower and upper bounds of the parameter vector.
binf <-c(0.9,0.15,5.8,48e-3,1.49) bsup <-c(1.1,0.45,6.2,52e-3,1.6) model2 <-model(code,t,Yexp,"model2", opt.gp = list(type="matern5_2",DOE=NULL), opt.emul = list(p=5,n.emul=60,binf=binf,bsup=bsup))
The second case is when the users has a numerical code and a specific DOE. In CaliCo, the option DOE in opt.gp allows to consider a particular DOE wanted by the user. As no DOE is build with the function model, the option opt.emul is not necessary anymore:
library(DiceDesign) DOE <-maximinSA_LHS(lhsDesign(60,6)$design)$design DOE <-unscale(DOE,c(0,binf),c(2,bsup)) model2doe <-model(code,t,Yexp,"model2", opt.gp=list(type="matern5_2",DOE=DOE))
When one does not possess any numerical code, but only the DOE and the corresponding output, another option, called opt.sim, needs to be filled. The opt.gp option is still needed to specify the chosen kernel but the opt.emul option is no longer necessary (for the same reasons as in the second case). The opt.sim option is the list containing the DOE and the output of the code. As the user does not possess the numerical code, the code option in the function model can be set to code=NULL. The package CaliCo is comfortable with these three situations and bring flexibility according to the different problems of the users. Similarly as before, parameter values need to be added to each models and the function print and plot can be directly used:
ParamList <-list(theta=c(1,0.3,6,50e-3,pi/2),var=1e-4) model2 %<% ParamList model2doe %<% ParamList model2code %<% ParamList plot(model2,t) plot(model2doe,t) plot(model2code,t)
These three lines of code produce the same graphs because CaliCo uses a maximin Latin Hypercube Sample (LHS) to establish the DOE. Several credibility interval are displayed. For the first model only the 95% credibility interval of the measurement error is available. For the second model, the 95% credibility interval of the Gaussian process can also be shown. Figure 3 illustrates M 1 and M 2 . One can be interested in modeling a code discrepancy. When the code is not time consuming, the model to choose is M 3 . The opt.disc option allows to specify the kernel type of the discrepancy. Note that the visual representation requires initial values for the discrepancy and are needed in the pipe %<%. This vector thetaD is composed of σ 2 and ψ according to Table 5 . model3 <-model(code,t,Yexp,"model3", opt.disc = list(kernel.type="gauss")) model3 %<% list(theta=c(1,0.3,6,50e-3,pi/2),thetaD=c(1e-4,0.2),var=1e-4) When the code is time consuming, then M 4 is selected. The same cases can occur as for M 2 but only the case where the code is not available will be considered, here, for M 4 . model4 <-model(code=NULL,t,Yexp,"model4", opt.gp = list(type="matern5_2", DOE=NULL), opt.sim = list(Ysim=Ysim,DOEsim=DOE), opt.disc = list(kernel.type="gauss")) model4 %<% list(theta=c(1,0.3,6,50e-3,pi/2),thetaD=c(1e-4,0.2),var=1e-4)
To get a visual representation of M 3 and M 4 , the function plot is defined identically as before. The results are displayed Note that several credibility intervals can be displayed. By default all of them are shown (for example see right panels of Figures 3 and 4) . For M 1 and M 3 only one credibility interval is given. It represents the 95% credibility interval of the measurement error, in the case of M 1 , and the 95% credibility interval of the measurement error plus the discrepancy, in the case of M 3 . For M 2 and M 4 , two credibility intervals are available. Compared to M 1 and M 3 the credibility interval at 95% of the Gaussian process, that emulates the code, is added. It allows to quickly visualize from where the variability of the model comes before calibration.
With the option CI, one can deactivate or select which credibility interval (CI) one wants to display. By default CI="all", but if CI="err" only the 95% CI of the measurement error with, or without, the discrepancy is given. Similarly, for M 2 and M 4 , if 
Priors
To a proper Bayesian calibration, prior distributions have to be defined on every parameters we want to estimate (parameters of interest as θ or nuisance parameter such as θ δ or σ 2 err ). It means that the number of parameters to estimate differs according to the model. In CaliCo, the possible distributions are detailed in Table 7 .
To define a proper prior distribution in CaliCo, a prior.class object with the function prior is generated. One or several prior distributions can be produced with this function. Two arguments have to be completed: type.prior and opt.prior. The argument type.prior can be a string (if only one prior distribution is looked for) or a vector of strings (if several prior distributions are wanted). Similarly, the argument opt.prior can be a vector of the distribution parameters or a list of vectors.
In this example, 5 parameters have to be calibrated. For M 3 and M 4 , the discrepancy is added and the variance σ 2 δ with the correlation length ψ have to be estimated as much as the other parameters. It means that for these models, two more prior distributions have to be added compared at M 1 and M 2 . The order to define them are, first the parameters θ, then θ δ and σ 2 err . In the following code lines, pr1 stands for the prior distributions for M 1 and M 2 where pr2 for M 3 and M 4 . In the first prior definition, only the 5 parameters and σ 2 err prior distributions are defined. In the second definition, the θ δ prior distributions are added between θ and σ 2 err ones.
type.prior <-c(rep("gaussian",5),"gamma") opt.prior <-list(c(1,1e-3),c(0.3,1e-3),c(6,1e-3),c(50e-3,1e-5), c(pi/2,1e-2),c(1,1e-3)) pr1 <-prior(type.prior,opt.prior) type.prior <-c(rep("gaussian",5),"gamma","unif","gamma") opt.prior <-list(c (1,1e-3 
Calibration
Calibration is run thanks to the function calibrate in CaliCo. Estimation option (opt.estim) has to be filled to run the algorithm properly. As it is described in Section 3, two MCMC algorithms are run by the function calibrate.
opt.estim = list(Ngibbs=1000,Nmh=5000,thetaInit=c(1,0.25,6,50e-3,pi/2,1e-3), r=c(0.05,0.05),sig=diag(6),Nchains=1,burnIn=2000) mdfit1 <-calibrate(model1,pr1,opt.estim)
In the terminal, a loading bar represents the execution time of the inference algorithm. Then, the method print can be used to quickly access some information (see Section 3). To visualize the results, the plot method allows to generate ggplot2 objects and if the option graph is not deactivated, the function plot will create a layout of graphs displayed in Figure 7 To generate all the graphs of Figure 7 , the plot function is used similarly as for a model.class object with the following code line. Same procedures are available for M 2 .
mdfit2 <-calibrate(model2,pr1,opt.estim)
For M 3 and M 4 , the estimation options are slightly different because the number of parameter to estimate has increased. The prior object also has changed.
opt.estim2=list(Ngibbs=1000, Nmh=5000, thetaInit=c(1, 0.3, 6, pi/2, 0.5, Figure 7 illustrates the several graphs layout one can obtain with the use of the function plot. To select which specific graph one wants to display, the option graph can be added to the function plot:
• graph="chains": only the table of the autocorrelation, chains points and distributions a priori and a posteriori is produced . It represents only the top part of the • graph=NULL: no graphs are produced automatically.
If one does not want to produce these graphs automatically, one can set the graph option to NULL. As the plot function generates ggplot2 objects, it is possible to load all the generated graphs apart.
The variable p is a list of all the graphs displayed Figure 7 . The elements in p are:
• ACF a list of all autocorrelation graphs in the chains for each variable,
• MCMC a list of all the MCMC chains for each variable,
• corrplot a list of all correlation graphs between each parameter,
• dens a list of all distribution a priori and a posteriori graphs for each variable,
• out the ggplot2 object of the result on the quantity of interest. If one is interested in running convergence diagnostics on the MCMC chains run by the function calibrate, one is free to increase the number of chains in the opt.estim options. This operation is realized in parallel with an automatically detected number of cores.
opt.estim=list(Ngibbs=1000, Nmh=5000, thetaInit=c(1, 0.25, 6, pi/2, , r=c(0.05,0.05),sig=diag(6),Nchains=3,burnIn=2000) mdfitMCMC <-calibrate(model1,pr1,opt.estim)
By setting Nchains=3, calibration is run 3 times. The function chain allows to load the coda object generated and then to use coda tools as Gelman-Rubin diagnostics (Gelman and Rubin, 1992) The user can also run very easily a cross validation (a leave one out) to estimate how accurately the model prediction will perform in practice. An additional option, called opt.valid, is then necessary to run this cross validation. This option is a list containing the number of iteration (nCV) and the type cross validation method (type.valid).
mdfitCV <-calibrate(model1,pr1, opt.estim = list(Ngibbs=1000, Nmh=5000, thetaInit=c(1,0.25,6,50e-3,pi/2,1e-3), r=c(0.05,0.05), sig=diag(6), Nchains=1, burnIn=2000), opt.valid = list(type.valid="loo", nCV=50))
The activation of the cross validation will run the regular calibration and then the nCV iterations requested by the user. To decrease the computational burden of such operation, a parallel operation is realized by to the package parallel present in R core. The print method displays the head of the first iterations of the cross validation and the root mean square error (RMSE) associated. The coverage rate is also printed to check the accuracy of the posterior credibility interval.
The implemented function sequentialDesign is available only for M 2 and M 4 . This function allows to run a sequential design as described in Damblin et al. (2018) . Based on the expected improvement (Jones et al., 1998) , it improves the estimation of the Gaussian process that emulates the code by adding new points in the design. Calibration quality is, as expected, increased.
binf <-c(0.9,0.05,5.8,40e-3,1.49) bsup <-c(1.1,0.55,6.2,60e-3,1.6) model2 <-model(code,t,Yexp,"model2", opt.gp = list(type="matern5_2",DOE=NULL), opt.emul = list(p=5,n.emul=200,binf=binf,bsup=bsup)) type.prior <-c(rep("gaussian",5),"gamma") opt.prior <-list(c(1,1e-3),c(0.3,1e-3),c(6,1e-3),c(50e-3,1e-5), c(pi/2,1e-2),c(1,1e-3)) pr1 <-prior(type.prior,opt.prior) newModel2 <-sequentialDesign(model2,pr1, opt.estim = list(Ngibbs=100, Nmh=600, thetaInit=c(1,0.25,6,50e-3,pi/2,1e-3), r=c(0.05,0.05), sig=diag(6), Nchains=1, burnIn=200), k=20) 
Conclusion
In conclusion, CaliCo is a package that deals with Bayesian calibration through four main functions. For an industrial numerical code, every specific cases is covered by CaliCo (if the user has a DOE or not, with a numerical code or not). The R6 classes used in the implementation makes the package more robust. Even if the class layer is not visible to the user, the standardized formulation allows a rigorous treatment. The multiple ggplot2 graphs available for each class allow the user to take advantage of the graphical display without any knowledge of ggplot2. The flexibility of ggplot2 enables also the user to modify the frame, scale, title, labels of the graphs really quickly. All the MCMC calls are implemented in C++, which reduces the time of these time-consuming algorithms. The Metropolis within Gibbs algorithm provides a better learning of the covariance matrix that the Metropolis Hastings will use in its proposition distribution. That improves the performance of the algorithms.
Many developments can be brought to the package. For example, statistical validation can be added to the package and permit the user to elect the best model according to the data. Based on Damblin et al. (2016) a validation using the Bayes factor or mixture models can be implemented. The dependences on DiceKriging or DiceDesign can also be a weakness of the package. When too many dependencies are implemented, the chances to have bad configuration also increase.
A Gaussian processes
Let us consider a probability space (Ω, F, P) where Ω stands for a sample space, F a σ-algebra on Ω and P a probability on F. A stochastic process X is a family as {X t ; t ∈ T } where T ⊂ R. It is said that the aleatory process is indexed by the indexes of T . At t fixed, the application X t : Ω → R is an random variable. However at ω ∈ Ω fixed, the application t → X t (ω) is a trajectory of the stochastic process.
For t 1 ∈ T , . . . , t n ∈ T , the probability distribution of the random vector (X t 1 , . . . , X tn ) is called finite-dimensional distributions of the stochastic process {X t } t∈T . Hence, the probability distribution of an aleatory process is determined by its finite-dimensional distributions. Kolmogorov's theorem guaranties the existence of such a stochastic process if a suitably collection of coherent finite-dimensional distributions is provided.
An random vector Z such as Z = (Z 1 , . . . , Z n ) is Gaussian if ∀λ 1 , . . . , λ n ∈ R the random variable n i=1 λ i Z i is Gaussian. The distribution of Z is straightforwardly determined by its two first moments : the mean µ = (E[Z 1 ], . . . , E[Z n ]) and the variance covariance matrix Σ = cov(Z i , Z j ) 1≤i, j≤n . When Σ is positive definite, Z has a probability distribution defined by equation (8).
Let us consider two Gaussian vectors called U 1 and U 2 such as:
The conditional distribution U 2 |U 1 is also Gaussian (equation (9)). This property is especially useful when a surrogate model is created from a code. 
A stochastic process {X t } t∈T is a Gaussian process if each of its finite-dimensional distributions is Gaussian. Let us introduce the mean function such as m : t ∈ T → m(t) = E[X t ] and the correlation function such as K : (t, t ) ∈ T × T → K(t, t ) = corr(X t , X t ). A Gaussian process with a scale parameter noted σ 2 will be defined as the equation (10). X(.) ∼ PG(m(.), σ 2 K(., .))
Gaussian processes are used in this article in two cases. In the fist one, f is a code function long to run and the Gaussian process emulates its behavior. The Gaussian process is called the surrogate of the code. The second case is when we want to estimate the
